Benefits

- Deploy IT at the speed business demands.
- Actively manage costs and reduce public cloud sprawl.
- Provision globally and seamlessly.
- Strengthen security and compliance through best of practice alerts.
- Leverage automation for operations.
- Minimize business disruption.
- Reduce time spent on managing infrastructure.
- Continuously align AWS costs to your business needs.
- Customize your AWS infrastructure and workloads to meet business needs using a CloudFormation Validation Pipeline
- Profit from agile delivery and change.
- Manage costs, maximize ROI.

DXC’s AWS cloud credentials

- DXC AWS Integrated Practice
- Accreditations: 8,000
- AWS Certifications: 1,300

Challenges

Demands on IT for increased speed and lower costs are fueling a rush to the public cloud. A growing number of organizations are choosing the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud, the world’s most broadly adopted public cloud, with its dozens of full-featured services for compute, storage, mobile and enterprise applications. And new services are being added at an unprecedented rate. As more enterprises move to AWS, organizations are challenged with providing corporate governance, security and cost controls across the entire cloud estate. Poor governance often leads to overprovisioning of cloud services, wasteful and unplanned spending, and instances with open and unsecured access.

Full support for AWS

DXC Managed Services for AWS provides design, delivery and daily operational support of compute, storage and virtual network infrastructure within the AWS cloud. We monitor and manage system software and infrastructure configurations, and our financial and governance services help reduce uncontrolled consumption.

Both AWS and DXC’s managed services scale up and down to continually meet changing business needs, ensuring that your IT costs and services will continually align to business demand.

DXC helps you realize the full financial and operational benefits of AWS through end-to-end services that include Advisory Services to identify workloads suited to migration to the cloud, and Application Transformation and Cloud Migration Services to take the risk out of moving core applications in complex enterprise environments.

We offer managed service bundles suited to meet client IT and financial objectives, from critical workloads that demand a full suite of services to a light-touch service to control costs.

DXC is uniquely positioned to support Managed Services in the AWS cloud with the DXC AWS Integrated Practice.
Proven success with AWS
Our Managed Services for AWS is helping clients optimize their AWS utilization and benefit from flexible, consumption-based models such as infrastructure as a service, infrastructure as code, and platform as a service. In addition to managing costs, clients benefit from agile development of cloud-native applications.

For example:
• A global telecommunications giant called on DXC to help the company distinguish itself from its competition by including the latest digital technologies in its customer offerings. DXC helped migrate the client to the AWS cloud, transitioning the client’s digital applications to the AWS cloud operating model, complete with security and governance. As a result, the client became fully paperless and can now deploy next generation technologies such as the internet of things and machine learning.
• DXC helped a global telecommunications provider migrate its workloads to AWS and reengineer complex applications by modernizing the entire application stack, reducing infrastructure and operational costs. The client also improved its cyber resiliency as a result of the AWS architecture design.

Multiple service options
DXC offers two bundles of managed services: Silver and Gold.

Silver Service bundle — Manage your own AWS environment, with access to skilled resources and tools.
• AWS consolidated billing and detailed reports
• Optimize AWS environment and align to best practices
• Financial dashboards and security alerts
• Real-time financial transparency and expense management
• Service cost that scales with demand

Gold Service bundle — Get all the features of the Silver bundle, and full managed services.
• Infrastructure configuration customizable to client requirements
• Integrated IT service management workflow, automation and governance
• Management of virtual machines, storage and guest operating systems, including patching, monitoring and backup/restore
• Security management, including identity and access management, endpoint protection, virtual network and antivirus services
• Service cost that scales with demand

Learn more at www.dxc.technology/awsservices
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